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USHJA INTERNATIONAL HUNTER DERBY 
 

2024 IHD Series 
 

USHJA AND SPONSOR PUBLIC ADDRESSES 
 
Enrollment for the 2024 Series 

Horses may compete in a maximum of one class in the series without enrollment. After 
competing in one class without enrollment, horses may only compete in an International 
Hunter Derby if enrolled in the USHJA International Hunter Derby program for the 
remainder of the year. Enrolled horses are eligible for regional and national money won 
tracking lists. Money earned by riders on enrolled horses will count toward the regional 
and national rider money won tracking lists during the 2024 series. Enrollment is valid 
through November 30, 2024.  

Regional Championships 

Six regional International Hunter Derby Championships will be offered in 2024 
throughout the country, providing opportunities to win regional championship titles. 
Horses may compete in multiple regional championships of the exhibitor’s choice per 
year and must be enrolled in the program. Dates and locations of the championships are 
available on the USHJA website. 

 
USHJA Official Sponsors: 
 
Nutrena, the Official Horse Feed of the USHJA 
 

Nutrena ProForce PSA: 
“Nutrena feeds those who want to go the distance, every time. Their specially 
designed ProForce formula provides the premium nutrition your horse needs to 
stay healthy and recover faster with rebound technology. So, whether you’re 
looking for high performance results, or to maintain a healthy body condition, 
Nutrena ProForce delivers the nutrition your horse deserves. No matter which 
ProForce feed you choose, you'll unleash the athlete inside. Visit 
nutrenaworld.com to learn more.” 
Nutrena SafeChoice PSA: 
“The SafeChoice® family of feeds from Nutrena are proven controlled starch 
formulas that give your horse quality nutrition and give you peace of mind. Their 
ideal blend of nutrients delivers unmatched performance and supports healthy 
digestion. No matter what your horse needs, there’s always a SafeChoice. Visit 
nutrenaworld.com to learn more.” 
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CWD Sellier, The Official Saddle of the USHJA 
Thank you to CWD for being the official saddle of the USHJA in 2024. CWD has 
supported USHJA as a sponsor since 2016. CWD is a sport saddle maker, primarily 
known for innovation for the welfare of horses and performance or riders. Ten years ago, 
the company spent more than $2 million to develop its dynamic tree that aims to provide 
the perfect mix of flex and pressure distribution for the horse’s comfort. Since then, the 
company has launched the "mademoiselle" saddle—the first hunter/jumper saddle 
developed specifically for the female rider. CWD’s commitment to high-quality leather 
and a vegetable tanning process sets their saddles apart in longevity. 
 
Parlanti, the Riding Boot of the USHJA 

1. Introducing the PARLANTI PRO BOOT. From the Parlanti Passion line, a glove-
fit, ready-to-wear boot with buffalo inner calf for optimum grip, long life, 
unheard-of comfort and unmatched feel. Contact your Parlanti stylist today.  
 
PARLANTI is the official riding boot of the USHJA  
Step into PARLANTI and never look back.  

 
2. Worn by the best in the world, PARLANTI is the official riding boot of USHJA.  

PARLANTI Roma, their line of custom boots, is unequaled in the marketplace. 
PARLANTI Passion, is their popular ready-to-wear line. Both lines are known for 
their perfect fit and immediate, unheard-of comfort. Each boot is entirely 
handmade and produced with meticulous attention to detail by Italian 
craftspeople. 

 
Step into PARLANTI and never look back. 

 
 
USHJA Public Address 
 
The USHJA is dedicated to education, passionate about horsemanship and committed to 
the needs of hunter jumper industry. USHJA is building a future that honors the past by 
building tomorrow‘s horsemen today. For more information about the USHJA and its 
programs visit www.ushja.org. 


